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Get Started
What is f-nft

The F-NFTs

Non-Fungible Token, concretely means an indivisible token, that is to say, an asset exchangeable on the 
blockchain, but not a crypto-currency. Snoop Dog, Activision or Atari, and big companies like artists are 
getting into Nfts, Reasons to care about Nfts An interesting technology NFTS is now one of the pillars of the 
blockchain ecosystem, if you missed Crypto-currencies or are not interested in them, NFTS will be a very 
good introduction to discovering what blockchain is.

Official links

Moving on



They are based on blockchain technology. These are transaction-recording distributed public ledgers. Each 
NFT is uniquely identified and stored on the blockchain with an identification code and metadata. 
“Metadata” means “data about data” in this context, and it is simply some additional information that 
describes the NFT and is stored alongside it.



f-nft Project maintain



About f-nft
Revolution Of Fashion

f-nft Presentationf-nft Presentation

WHAT IS NFT?

Non-fungible Tokens (NFTs) are a method of provided digital ownership. Here are the top three things we 
think you should know about them as an artist or art collector so you can use them safely and easily. They 
are based on blockchain technology. These are transaction-recording distributed public ledgers. Each NFT 
is uniquely identified and stored on the blockchain with an identification code and metadata. “Metadata” 
means “data about data” in this context, and it is simply some additional information that describes the NFT 
and is stored alongside it. 

There are so many various ways to identify digital assets and keep track of their supply. Whether you’ve 
made a piece of music, a digital piece of art, or a video, “minting” it as an NFT allows you to prove 
ownership. Digital assets used to be relatively easy to steal. This is significant because it means that artists 
will no longer be cheated out of royalties, and collectors will no longer have to worry about investing in a 
fake asset.

METAVERSE AND BLOCKCHAIN

The development of a digital economy relies heavily on blockchain technology. The blockchain, which 
enables the use of cryptocurrency and NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens), is useful for digitized currency 
ownership and collectability, value transfer, governance, accessibility, and interoperability. Because 
blockchain allows users to protect their digital assets in virtual reality, it is an essential part of the metaverse. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4wxDtjVWPE


Blockchain is a method of storing data that makes it difficult or impossible to alter, hack, or cheat it. A 
blockchain is a digital ledger of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the network of 
computer systems that comprise the blockchain. Each block in the chain contains a number of transactions, 
and each time a new transaction occurs on the blockchain, a record of that transaction is added to each 
participant’s ledger. Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is a decentralized database that is managed by a 
group of people (DLT). 

In the narrative, the Metaverse is a shared imaginary realm that is made available to the public via the global 
fiber-optics network and projected onto virtual reality goggles. As a result, the term can be used to describe 
digital environments enhanced with virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR). 

The term “meta” means “beyond,” and “verse” means “universe.” Furthermore, some people use the term 
metaverse to refer to virtual worlds in which players can roam and interact with one another, such as a world 
in which developers can create buildings, parks, signs, and other items that do not exist in reality. It includes 
well-known neighborhoods as well as massive hovering overhead light shows.

HOW DOES NFT WORK?

NFTs, also known as immutable tokens, are based on Blockchain technology. With this technology, all 
visual, written, and audio works can be stored in digital format. The term “next-generation token” (NFT) is 
used to describe assets created using blockchain technology. 

The Ethereum blockchain contains the majority of NFTs. Ethereum is a Cryptocurrency similar to Bitcoin and 
Dogecoin, but it also supports non-fungible tokens (NFTs). An NFT is distinguished by the fact that it is 
linked to the token. The metadata on NFTs is processed using a cryptographic hash function, which is a 
mathematical algorithm that generates a unique string of letters and numbers. NFTs are also used to make 
asset interoperability possible across multiple platforms.



Roadmap
The journey of development and improvement

Q1 2022 - BRANDSTORM

IDEAS FOR A 3D FASHION BRAND CREATED WITH OBJECTIVES TO BRING REAL VALUE TO THE 
NFT COMMUNITY

Q2 2022 - MARKET ANALYTICS

WE HAVE BEEN PROVIDED THE MOST POSSIBLE OPTIONS TO START PROJECT 
IMPLEMENTATION AND STATISTICS MARKET ANALYSIS BY LEADING

Q3 2022 - MARKET COVERAGE

SALES REACH 1% OF THE MARKET

Q4 2022 - DOMINATE THE MARKET

10% MARKET SHARES; DEVELOP THE NEXT APPLICATION

Q1 2023 - APPLICATION



OPEN BETA MOST USER INTERFACE APP FOR TRAIL UPGRADE - COLLECTIONS - AR WEAR 
INTEGRATION TO OTHER PLATFORM
ESPECIALLY ==> WEAR TO EARN

Q2 2023 - TOP NFT BRAND

100% GROWTH; REACH 100K USERS; REVENUE REACH MORE THAN $100,000 Block-based

WHY DISCLAIMER

Information is non-binding and subject to change. It is intended only to give potential investors 
and partners insight into the 3D NFT FANTASY FASHION business model as it is currently set 
up in web3 mode. 

The directors, partners, and advisors of 3D NFT FANTASY FASHION reserve the right to alter the 
models and information provided in this whitepaper as the business progresses and evolves

web3 syncing development 

The future of the internet and a shared 3D virtual universe that users can exist in 
perpetually. The next generation of this online reality will be across many metaverses 
that all have different characteristics and communities



Our Mission
For a valuable NFT community

Fantasy NFT

Don’t let this feeling overwhelm you; instead, begin taking an interest in this expanding universe right now. 
Whitepaper Follow your favorite artists. Everyone is getting into NFTs, from Snoop Dog to Omar Sy to Jackie 
Chan, and if you’re a true fan of these great characters, you can’t miss the NFT trend. For example, Snoop 
Dog offered private gigs in exchange for holding some NFTS.



Our mission is to launch a mixed Nft project, as well as to offer a new and dependable system-based 
technology in the form of a 3d Nft fantasy fashion. Experts will share their perspectives on the economy with 
Nft fantasy fashion, provide crypto advice, and participate in our play-to-earn game. Anyone who has this Nft 
will be able to join our community. We promote transparent and secure transactions directly and reward our 
investors, and we provide a new platform where investors can enjoy a variety of benefits.

The Journey to challenge yourself



Official links
Follow and join us for related news

Discord https://discord.gg/58KS9smeCV

Twitter  https://twitter.com/Fashion__NFT

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/f.nft.metaverse

Telegram  https://t.me/f_nft_official

Reddit 

 https://www.reddit.com/r/fnft/comments/tq0w5h/fashion_nft_revolution_of_fashion/

Youtube  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4wxDtjVWPE

Pinterest  https://www.pinterest.com/nft_fashion

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/fnft2022

Medium https://medium.com/@pnft56061/f-nft-revolution-of-fashion-33d1f796860a

https://discord.gg/58KS9smeCV
https://twitter.com/Fashion__NFT
https://www.facebook.com/f.nft.metaverse
https://t.me/f_nft_official
https://www.reddit.com/r/fnft/comments/tq0w5h/fashion_nft_revolution_of_fashion/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4wxDtjVWPE
https://www.pinterest.com/nft_fashion
https://www.instagram.com/fnft2022
https://medium.com/@pnft56061/f-nft-revolution-of-fashion-33d1f796860a


OUR PRODUCTS



Main f-nft Projects Develop
3D NFT Fantasy Collections

Oriented development

Your friends will be impressed by most people who consider NFTS to be completely inaccessible, a chimera
understood only by a select few. However, this is entirely false; you could understand how NFTS work and 
pass for a scholar in just a few hours! Invest in a future-oriented industry. If the hypothesis of a connected 
Metaverse appears realistic, NFTS could take a large share of the real economy in the coming years. As a 
result, it is critical that you become involved in this environment in order today to make the best decisions for 
your future finances.

Make money even though NFTs, like Cryptocurrencies, appear to have utility for most, the industry is 
plagued with a lot of speculation, and while there are most are losers, players still manage to emerge 
victorious from the market; If you master NFTs and the Blockchain, you will be able to take advantage of new 
Web3 features, such as Play to Earn, Run To Earn, Share To Earn (SocialFi), etc... So why shouldn’t you 
try? Begin now playing the newest platform "Wear to Earn" developed by F-NFT! These reward you in the 
form of objects, just like any other game, except that these objects are NFTs, which means they are 
immutable or exchangeable and sellable and of course, you generate income from your own understanding.  
"Don't become someone's fat pie because of your indifference"



NOT ONLY DO WE BELIEVE IN TRENDS, BUT ALSO IN THIS NEW BLOCKCHAIN-BACKED 
METAVERSE. EVERY STEP WE TAKE IS TO INNOVATE AND SUPPORT OUR USERS SO THAT THE 
VALUE OF BOTH THEIR DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL POSSESSIONS WILL INCREASE AND WE CAN 
HELP EACH OTHER IN THE FUTURE. 

WE WANT TO GO AS FAR AS WE CAN WITH GAMEFI, ROLE PLAY AND METAVERSE PLANS, 
INTEGRATIONS, AND OTHERS. ON MAIN, THE METAVERSE IS SPECIAL.



3D NFT Fantasy Fashion
3D assets will turn your 2D side-scrolling worlds upside down by bringing a 
magnificent three-dimensional experience of your favorite games

First 0 - 100 samplers in Fantasty Collections

When converted to NFTs, 3D assets will turn your 2D side-scrolling worlds upside down by bringing a 
magnificent three-dimensional experience of your favorite games. Instead of being limited to the details of 
pixel art, you can now see more realistic sentiment and movement. 



The Metaverse is exploding, propelled by 3D NFTs, the next evolution of the Internet. It’s also about much 
more than gaming or entertainment, as the financial sector looks to incorporate Metaverse growth 
opportunities into their business models. In addition, the use of 3D NFTs in the Metaverse will aid in the 
creation of a space for users to connect, interact, play, create, and participate in a decentralized economy 
with broader societal implications. 

Because of NFTs, the perception of online gaming and in-game asset purchases is changing. Because non-
fungible tokens, are unique in nature and can be created to retain value beyond the game in which they 
were created, blockchain-based games have the potential to significantly expand the gaming industry. Props
that enhance the gaming experience, such as characters, avatars, sound effects, city streets, and so on, can 
now be easily created as NFTs in three-dimensional space. 

Our goal is to launch a mixed-media Nft project with the goal of providing a new and reliable system-based 
technology in the form of a 3D Nft fantasy fashion. Experts will discuss the economy with Nft fantasy fashion, 
offer crypto advice, and take part in our play to earn game. Anyone with this Nft is welcome to join our 
community. We directly promote transparent and secure transactions and reward our investors, and we’re 
about to launch a new platform where investors can make a lot of money. 

People have been making money from video games for years through practises like “gold farming” and 
unofficial marketplaces for in-game items, but the advent of blockchain technology and NFTs has changed 
the game completely. 

Non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, are cryptographically distinct tokens that can be used to prove ownership of 
content like images or music. Users can take ownership of in-game items such as virtual clothing or land 
plots in Blockchain games. 

Earn a living Despite the fact that NFTs, like cryptocurrencies, appear to be useful to the majority of people, 
the industry is plagued by a lot of speculation, and while there are losers, the vast majority of players profit 
from trades. So why don’t you give it a shot? With Wear to Earn, you can start earning money right away! If 
you master NFTs and the blockchain, you will be able to take advantage of new Web 3 features such as 
Play to Earn. These are online games that, like any other game, reward you with objects, but these objects 
are NFTs, which means they are exchangeable and immutable, and thus sellable! Our project is about to 
help you and help investors to make money.



The Journey to challenge yourself
Experience the outstanding features of legendary equipment

The Journey to challenge yourself - Experience the outstanding features of legendaryThe Journey to challenge yourself - Experience the outstanding features of legendary……

RANK1  - INITIALIZATION :

Multi-chain support, exchange on the market.

Upgrade (Join discord channel with a higher position and new information).

Hold F-NFT to receive incentives, recoverable charge 15% - 20% of original purchase value.

Do the Quest to get the F-NFT Medal (used to upgradeable )

User Guide ------>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOilTUBxnlo


Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under

RANK2  - RECLAMATION ♻ :

Completed Collections and get REWARD. Can get daily cashback for owning F-NFT (Referral for 
PHASE 3.

Staking to receive rewards" USE F-NFT Medal - Introduction of orientations for PHASE 3 - Introducing 
the benefits of enhancement Levels

User Guide ------>

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under

Equip 2 pieces of equipment at the same time

RANK3  - DISCOVER :

Unlocks max enhancement +5 Enhancement + 10 > 15 unlocks at 4 Stage.

Pay daily earned for items +2 or more. Received a Summon gods ticket for stage 4 (only available to F-
NFT owners).

EVENT for owners to join partners… Add feature for F-NFT "WEAR AND EARN"

User Guide ------>

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under 

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under

Equip 3 pieces of equipment at the same time

RANK4  - ANGEL & DEVIL ☯ :

Game details APP GAME VR is being prepared "Character initialization (use the summon Angel / Devil 
ticket) earn per day / month.

About the features of the game. Integrating sponsors, investors, and shops who want to apply the form to 
receive durability points for equipment, use the product that receives F-NFT Pioneer Medal"

User Guide ------>



Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Unde and Wing

Equip 4 pieces of equipment at the same time

RANK5  - CHAOS :

If the user doesn't play the GAME, the F-NFT's special ability from stage 3 or higher can still be used 
"WEAR TO EARN" "COLLECT TO EARN" "MULTIPLE APPLICATION SWITCHING".

SHOPS CAN ATTRACT CUSTOMERS ONLY by F-NFT Pioneer Medal. Order LOCATIONs with 
endurance pumps to get free gear + buy with Crypto money... Read more: https://f-nft.us/v2/fnfts/

User Guide ------>

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing included Dragon

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing included Dragon

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing included Dragon

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Under and Wing included Dragon

Equipment: Collar / Gloves / Shoulder / Unde and Wing included Dragon

Equip 5 pieces of equipment at the same time


